Kindergarten Fall Nature Walk: One-Page Summary
This walk has different themes and activities, do in any order to avoid crowding among the groups.
One major goal is to have the children be calm enough to observe and know that a nature walk is different
from recess time. Another goal is to look at a familiar area (playground and beyond) in a scientific manner.
This is a summary of the highlights. Please read the walk guide for background.
•

Using smell and sound to observe. Find a spot where the kids can sit and close their eyes and take a
deep breath. Let them listen for different sounds. They may want to identify the source of the sound.
Let the express what they feel on their hands or faces. What do they smell?

•

Collect some leaves from one spot. Ask where the leaves come from.

•

•

o

Pine needles are leaves

o

Talk about the variety of leaves

o

Each tree has its own leaf shape

Step 2 (page 4) of the walk guide mentions a path through the woods. It starts behind the play
structure goes a short way through the woods, over a bridge, continues as a mowed path through the
meadow. The path does not pass the vines mentioned in the guide.
o

Talk about how view changes in the fall—can they see the open field?

o

Talk about changes in temperature and how their clothing has changed

o

Talk about how the plants look—many plants look dried up

o

Turn over a rock or log to see bugs

o

Look for trees that have leaves like the ones they found

o

Aspen tree with gall: insect laid egg with irritating chemical, tree responds with enzyme for
protection and that makes a bulge. Larvae hatches, lives through winter and leaves gall as
insect in spring. See picture 4.

String circle to focus observation
o

Look for different types of leaves—grass blades are leaves. Leaves differ in shape, size color,
texture and smell

o

Kids can talk about leaves. What makes the brown leaves different—they aren’t attached to a
plant or are dying.

o

Are there any animals within their circles? They can watch ants or bugs

o

What are the parts of a plant: roots, stem, flower, leaf, seed. You can dig a small clump of
grass, shake off dirt and let the children examine the roots.

o

Point out the biggest stems—tree trunks. Can they find seeds? Look for some of the dried
weeds—dandelions or clover.

•

Signs of Fall worksheet. Are there leaves on the ground, dried plants? Complete the worksheet as a
group. We do not do the list exercise mentioned on page 6.

•

Mention that they will have nature walks in winter and spring. Can they predict how this area will
change with the seasons?

